
Extended Liability  
Service for your  
perishables

KN FreshChain

Customised solution, which ensures that your 
cargo is protected from logistics related risks



Does your business rely on safe and secure transportation? Are you fully covered should 
something go wrong? We understand the challenges of  your industry where every 
delay, every diversion can cause substantial interruption and financial losses. With 
Kuehne+Nagel’s Extended Liability service, your perishable and/or temperature-controlled 
cargo (excluding pharma products) is protected from accidental events, assuring reliable 
handling from source to final destination. Simple, clear and flexible extended liability 
options, with pricing according  to your specific consignment needs, will give you the added 
comfort of  being protected against the unforeseen.

KN FreshChain

Compensation  
Limit (USD)

Standard Level
per shipment or container 
whatever is higher (USD)

Additional A
Financial Loss by Delay 
Extension (USD)

Additional B
Pre - On carriage  
Extension (USD)

15 000 63 20 15

30 000 125 30 30

55 000 215 45 45

100 000 310 75 70

IMPORTANT NOTICE: You are here with advised that the Extended Liability service may not be adequate for all customers as cargo values may 
exceed this amount or as cargo may fall above protection offered by the carrier extending its liability. It remains the sole obligation of you as the Cus-
tomer in your position as Shipper/Consignee or cargo interest to ensure adequate cover for the cargo in accordance with the applicable Incoterms.
Kuehne+Nagel’s subsidiary NACORA also offers “all risk” KN SURE Cargo Insurance solutions to adequately protect the goods and interest during 
the insured voyage, as valid claims are  compensated based on commercial invoice value in the event of cargo loss or damage. To find your local 
office visit www.NACORA.com.

 ■ Peace of mind  
Clear and straightforward recovery limits  
should anything unexpected happen.

 ■ Easy co-ordination 
A single point of contact for all services   
rendered.

 ■ Transparent pricing 
Simply select a suitable package option  
to  know the price.

 ■ One invoice 
The service is a part of your standard  
shipping invoice.

 ■ Simple claim process 
Less documents needed for quick resolution.

Your benefits:

While booking your freight,  
choose your compensation  
limit (before the transit begins).
 
Select the extensions for your 
route  or product specific liability.
 
Make sure we have received the 
details of your freight booking  
and additional selections in writing.

You're all set!

Getting started:
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For detailed terms & conditions of Extended 
Liability service offering please visit:  
www.kn-portal.com/enhanced_liability  

→ All claims must be reported to: 
Freshclaim@nacora.com


